
 
 
 

 
May 28, 2021 
 
 
Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
This letter is to inform you that the Simcoe County District School Board (SCDSB) is 
undertaking an attendance area review (AAR) for its Bradford elementary schools, including 
Chris Hadfield PS, Fieldcrest ES, Fred C. Cook PS and W.H. Day ES.  
 
In recent years, the SCDSB has experienced significant growth in the Bradford area. To support 
this increased enrolment, the Ontario Ministry of Education has approved funding for two new 
Bradford elementary schools, which are expected to open in the 2022-2023 school year. The 
SCDSB is also introducing a second French Immersion program for the Bradford community. 
 
Your voice is important as we work on new attendance boundaries for the north Bradford 
elementary school. Due to restrictions related to COVID-19, the SCDSB has developed a virtual 
presentation outlining the proposed boundary changes for our north Bradford elementary schools 
(including Fred C. Cook PS, Fieldcrest ES, Hon. Earl Rowe PS and W.H. Day ES).  
  
After reviewing the proposed changes, the SCDSB invites you to provide feedback regarding 
the attendance area and French Immersion changes via ThoughtExchange®. 
ThoughtExchange® is an online consultation tool where you will provide feedback by answering 
one key question. While you’re there, you can rank the thoughts and ideas added from other 
parents/guardians.  
 
This AAR will include a separate ThoughtExchange® for members of our north and south 
Bradford school communities, which will be available from May 28 to June 11. 
 
Details about the proposed changes in the Bradford elementary school community and a link to 
the ThoughtExchange® are also available on the attendance area reviews page on the SCDSB 
website.  
 
If you have any questions regarding the ThoughtExchange® or require technical support, please 
email research@scdsb.on.ca. For clarification on details related to the attendance area review, 
please email planning_bradford@scdsb.on.ca. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Daryl Halliday 
Superintendent of Education  
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